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In 1966 P. Erdos proved the following theorem: 
Let J = {b,: 1 <b, < bz < b7 < ‘.. 1 be an infinite sequence of integers, 
such that 
(b,,b,)=l for all i#jand f $<cD. 
r=l ’ 
Then there exists a constant 0 < c( < 1 with the following property: For 
suffkiently large .Y the interval (x- .I+. x] contains integers, that are 
divisible by no element of a. 
Szemeredi showed that Erdos’ theorem holds true for s( = 4 + E and in our paper we 
prove, that 4 + E may be replaced by f + E. The proof uses nontrivial estimates of 
exponential sums. all 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] Szemerkdi proved the following 
THEOREM 1. Let E > 0 and 
an infinite sequence of positive integers that exceed 1, such that 
and 
(b,,h,)= 1 for i#j. 
Then for x 2 x,,(E, 39) the interval 
(x - xa, x] 
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(1.1) 
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with 
a=++& 
contains many integers that are divisible by no element of B. 
The problem of ?&free numbers in short intervals was first treated by 
Erdiis, who proved in [3] the existence of a constant a < 1 (independent of 
g), such that the interval (x -xX, x] with x sufficiently large contains s- 
free numbers. Variants of ErdBs’ problem are treated in [7]. 
We improve upon Szemertdi’s theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Theorem 1 holds true with 
The proof of Theorem 2 depends on treating exponential sums non- 
trivially. It seems difficult, to treat exponential sums nontrivially, when the 
sum is extended only over numbers b E g’, because we do not have enough 
information about G!?. 
A method, which allows to avoid this difficulty, is due to Iwaniec- 
Laborde [6] and Iwaniec [S]. In [S, 61 error terms, arising from the small 
sieve, are treated. Iwaniec [4] proved, that it remains to estimate certain 
bilinear forms, in order to control the error term in the l-dimensional sieve. 
In the proof of our theorem, we use Iwaniec’s result [S] of estimating 
bilinear forms, but we use no sieve theory. 
In the proof we first decompose the sum in question 
A= c l 
.x - I’ < n s x 
n&O(b)Vbc3 
in 3 sums (cf. Sect. 3). Two of those sums can be easily seen to be error 
terms (cf. Sect. 4). One part of the remaining sum gives the leading term, 
whereas the other part of this remaining sum can be shown to be small by 
treating bilinear forms nontrivial (cf. Sect. 5.) 
Basically our decomposition of A is attached to that in [8]. Nevertheless 
we has to modify this decomposition in such a way, that intervals 
(x-x’, x] with CI < + are allowed and that bilinear forms appear in a 
suitable manner. 
We are very greatful to Professor H. Halberstam who, during a stay in 
Ulm, encouraged us to deal with this theme. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
For arbitrary small positive E put 
y = xn, $+&Gad: (2.1) 
and let 6,) J2 such that 
Define 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Introduce a function f (cf. [ 1,6]) such that 
f(u)= 1 for UE [x-y, x] 
S(u)=0 x-j>--&+ 4’ log x log. ’ 1 
0 d f(u) S$ 1, otherwise, 
(2.5) 
and 
fEC”> forqENOanduER, (2.6) 
where the <<-constant may depend on q. 
Let 
f?=f-F(E)>o, 
(small in comparision with C) be chosen later. Define 
B=fi l-f. i= I c ,> (2.7) 
Put 
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as small as possible, such that 
Choose now 
x0 = X0(& .G@ 1 
such that 
fi biglogx for x>xx,. 
i=l 
(2.9) 
Later we shall impose further conditions on x0. Finally, we may assume 
b 1,..., b, to be primes; otherwise, putting 
b, .-.b,= n qy, 4iEP, 
i= 1 
we have 
A= r, 12 c 1. 
X-Y<“dX X--y<PICX 
n3kO(b)vbGs3 n $ O(9;) Vi < r 
n+O(b,)Vj’jzs 
Now we deal with the last sum instead of A. 
3. BASIC DECOM~SIT~ON OF A 
LEMMA 1. 
A= 
X--y<fZ<* 
n+O(b)Vbed 
2 c f(n)- c c 1 
n+Opgbi)Vi=Ss b,<b<P x-y<%<* 
bEl n P O(b) 
c l- 
x-y<ns:x 
n E O(.)(b) 
24 
log x (3.1) 
where (*) stands for: “3p, ES, p2eP2, such that n=O(p,paj”. 
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Proof: Obviously, 
Replace 1 in the first sum in the last line by f(n) (cf. (2.5)) and omit the 
condition x-y < n 6 x. This produces an error of at most 2(y/log x). 
Hence (3.1) is proved. 
4. ESTIMATIONS OF THE ERROR TERMS 
LEMMA 2. 
1 c 1 <ZyBx” (4.1) 
b,<b<x” x--y<nix 
be.43 n s O,.,(b) 
c c 1,s. 
*<b&x x-~<II<.x 
bed n E 0(.,(b) 
Proof: By bQx” = y and (2.8) the sum in (4.1) is at most 
(4.2) 
By b >x” = y, the interval x-y <n <x contains at most one n with 
n = O(b). Hence for given b > xs( the innermost sum in (4.2) is zero or one. 
If it is one, the condition (*) must be satisfied. Since n <x, b > x’, and 
PlPZ’X / 61+62>x’-a by (2.2), the innermost sum in (4.2) can be one only, 
if 
b=O(p,) or b=O(p2). 
Hence, by (1.2), (2.2), (2.4), and the prime number theorem, the sum in 
(4.2) is at most 
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5. ESTIMATION OF THE MAIN TERM 
LEMMA 3. 
c f(n)& c c c f(n)* (5.1) 
n * o(*w n * O(h) PI In 
Vi<S Vi<s ~~e.91 p$‘& 
Proof By (2.5) we may assume n d x + (v/log x). Such an integer n can 
have at most three prime divisors in 9, and at most 11 prime divisors in Yz 
by (2.2) for x sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 4. 
nfO(bi) PII~ 
Vi<3 PIE& P2E92 
(5.2) 
for $+-j- I26 < a < 4 and x sufficiently large. 
Proof. 
C= C C C f(n) 
=cc c f(n) 
/Tl’Pi P2EB2 n-ofPlP2f 
(n,b, .bs) = 1 
= c P(d) c c C f(n); (5.3) 
djb,. .b, PI E 91 P2 E 932 n = O( PIP24 
here we use the fact, that p, pz, and d are relatively prime (cf. (2.2), (2.3), 
and (2.9)). 
Finally we obtain by Poisson’s summation formula (cf. [2, Lemma 11, 
dlbl, .b, 
(i) Leading Term. The leading term of t: is 
CL= jfft)dt 
dlb,. ‘. .bs 
this is the term with h = 0 in (5.4). Obviously, 
I f(t) dt 3 Y (5.5) 
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and by (2.7), 
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c 
dlb, .h, 
y=,ri, (l-+8, 
I 
(5.6) 
since !J I,..., b, are assumed to be primes (cf. Sect. 2). Finally, by the prime 
number theorem, 
(5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) now give 
2 
C,W$f for x >, x0(e). (5.8) 
(ii) Remaining Terms. Define 
c,=c-CL. 
We prove the following: there is an E,(E) > 0, such that 
CR= 1 
d(bl- .bs 
!y c 
Plt:‘l 
: ,Fp2 ik *z Jf~+$""$t co 
h#O 
<y-E (5.9) 
for ‘+$&,<a<1 Put 20 ‘2’ 
a,=1 if mEPI;, A=1 if nEP2, 
a,=0 otherwise; 8,=0 otherwise. 
By (2.9) it is sufficient to prove 
max 
I <dClogx 
f(t) c c 
x6’CM<.x8~+~ 
“,,F<,,+e(s)dt lQy~-‘“~ 
O<Ihl=SH M<m<ZM m . 
.x~~<N<x~~+~ (5.10) 
and 
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We choose herein 
H= 
MNd x 3E 
Yd * 0 
Let us tirst deal with (5.11). By partial integration and (2.6), 
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(5.12) 
Hence by (5.12) for q> 1, 
for 
1 <d$logx, x62 < N ,< ~‘2 +E, x61 <M< xal+E, 
if q 2 qo(E, er) is sufftciently large. This proves (5.11). It remains to prove 
(5.10). First substitute t in u in (5.10) by virtue of 
t/d = u. 
Put a: = a,. M/m, h,* = fi,, - N/X Then it is sufficient to prove 
O<lt#-S:M<rn~2M 
u: c b~e(~)~~N~-~‘l (5.13) 
N<n<ZN 
for 
_x-2<u<-x+y 
d d‘ ‘d d’ 
1 dd<logx, 
Take the theorem of [S]; note that this theorem holds true even for t9 = $ 
and that (5.13) follows, if the conditions of this theorem are satisfied. 
Choose 
6, =a-3E. 
Then 
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Further choose 
I& = min( (4a - 1 )/S, (81x - 3 )/6) - 3~ = (4c( - 1)/8 - 3~ 
Then 
for CY 3 (9/20). 
N < $4~ ~ I J/8 - 2~ 
\ 
Note that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied for 
Hence (5.9) is proved. Equations (5.8) and (5.9) finally give (5.2). 
By (3.1), (4.1), (4.2), (5.1), and (5.2) we have 
c 1>(yB&2/330)-(2~/Cllogx)-2B~y-2(y/logx)~xx” 
X-JJ<?l<.X 
nkO(b)VbeB 
for 
if g = Y](E) is small enough, and x > x0(&, B). 
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